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Jennifer J. Johnson, Secretary, 
Board of Governors of the
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20th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, DC20551.

Re: Docket No. OP-1388; Home Mortgage Disclosure Act.

Dear Ms. Johnson:

Advocates for Basic Legal Equality thanks you for your questions on how to 
strengthen the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act.

Advocates for Basic Legal Equality is a not-for-profit law firm that provides 
free legal services in civil matters to the low income and elderly who can not 
afford to pay for a lawyer. We serve 32 counties in Northwestern Ohio, roughly 
from Daytonto Toledoto Mansfield, from offices in Daytonand Toledo. We work 
closely with Legal Aid of Western Ohio which serves the same area. We provide 
assistance in matters of family, housing, consumer, civil rights and economic 
opportunity. ABLE is a participant in Ohio's "Save the Dream" program, where we 
provide legal assistance in order to save the homes of borrowers in 
foreclosure. We and our predecessor legal services programs also have years of 
experience helping clients who received predatory mortgage loans.

OHIO'S FORECLOSURE CRISIS SHOWS THE NEED FOR SCRUTINY OF LENDING PRACTICES 
THAT 
IMPACT MINORITY COMMUNITIES

Ohio has been in a foreclosure crisis for years. Since 1995, the number of 
foreclosure filings has at least quadrupled in all but a few of Ohio's counties 
and has quintupled statewide.[1] In 2009, there were 89,053 foreclosures filed 
in Ohio. Of these 21,125 were in our service area, including 4703 foreclosures 
filed in MontgomeryCounty(Dayton), 4,491 in LucasCounty(Toledo), and 1,104 in 
ClarkCounty(Springfield)[2]  2010 figures appear to be as high or higher. 
Nationally mortgage loan default rates remain high. While we hope that some of 
this slight decline in filings reflects a willingness of loanholders to modify 
mortgages through the federal government's HAMP and other programs, results 
have so far been disappointing. People are losing their homes in large numbers. 
Loss of homes is a tragedy to a family that has staked its dreams on 
homeownership. But it is also a tragedy to the surrounding community. 

Here and throughout the country, the foreclosure crisis has been particularly 
harmful to minority communities.[3] Subprime mortgage lending, with its high 
costs and often predatory features, was particularly concentrated in minority 



communities.[4] Dayton's Santa Claraneighborhood is the 9th most vacant in the 
country at 40.5% vacancies, as reported by the Associated Press[5]. Several 
other similar neighborhoods are found in Ohio. Minority neighborhoods are also 
particularly vulnerable to abandonment and so-called "bank walkaways" (where 
mortgage holders do not follow through with sheriff's sales in foreclosure or 
try to bid on the properties at foreclosure sale, leaving them technically in 
the name of the former owner). Vacant houses result in crime, fires,[6] 
deteriorating property values and unpaid taxes. [7]. Local communities must 
therefore cope with higher costs while being less able to adequately fund 
services such as police, fire and schools[8]. In a community like Dayton, 
which has long been a highly divided community racially, the foreclosure crisis 
has exacerbated the perceived unattractiveness of its minority areas to 
outsiders.

HMDA MUST COLLECT DATA ON THE NUMBER AND QUALITY OF MORTGAGE LOANS IN 
MINORITY 
COMMUNITIES

Repeated evidence of widespread racial disparities in lending has been found in 
auto and home mortgage financing, as well as payday lending.[9] Exploitative 
behavior, including discriminatory behavior, occurs when loan originators have 
discretion to vary loan terms.[10] As HMDA disclosures have become more 
detailed, they have provided more convincing evidence that discrimination 
occurs in mortgage lending.[11] 

If HMDA data is not required to be adequately specific, HMDA data actually 
provides legal and political cover for discriminatory practices. The legal 
system is too willing to turn a blind eye to realities, presume a lack of 
discrimination and place burdens on victims to prove that discrimination 
occurs. Victims must also cross a threshold of a showing that a plausible case 
exists before they are allowed to conduct the kind of discovery that reaches 
the required standard of proof. Since evidence of discrimination is often not 
publicly accessible in a systematic way, it can be impossible to meet this 
burden even when discrimination exists. And if victims do meet this burden, 
they may not be able to afford the cost of reaching the stage of litigation 
where discovery is possible, and then of conducting the discovery 

HMDA data is also important to policy makers and governments, as well as to 
communities and community groups. It is important that HMDA data be as thorough 
and accurate as possible, to allow them to evaluate what is happening in the 
marketplace and what might be done.

APPLY HMDA TO THE HAMP LOAN MODIFICATION PROGRAM

Now that the subprime mortgage crisis has turned into a foreclosure crisis, 
HMDA needs to pay attention to efforts to save mortgages. In particular it 
should collect data on the government's highly flawed Home Affordable 
Modification Program (HAMP) program. Preliminary data suggests that HAMP has 
been less effective in modifying mortgage loans and saving the homes of 
minority residents.[12] 

HMDA DATA SHOULD BE COLLECTED FOR ALL LOANS

HMDA data should be collected for all loans. Attempts to separate out "high 
cost" loan thresholds, as with HOEPA, have not been helpful, as the threshold 
usually high enough to tolerate predatory activity.



DATA THAT SHOULD BE COLLECTED

Additional data that would be useful in identifying abusive loans include

borrower's age;[13]
credit scores;[14]
loan to value ratios;
debt to income ratios;
balloon payments;
prepayment penalties;
length of loan term; 
whether the loan is a "combination loan" where the first mortgage is associated 
with a high cost second mortgage;
whether the loan is a limited or no documentation loan;
whether the loan is an investor loan;
whether the loan was originated by a mortgage broker;[15]
the amount of broker compensation, including "yield spread premiums[16]" where 
legal;
whether the loan was securitized or otherwise "sold downstream" within a year 
or origination;[17] 
loan purposes; purchase new construction; purchase existing housing; purchase 
multifamily; purchase condominium or cooperative; refinance; refinance with 
cash out (with amount);
Adjustable rate mortgages might be compared with the existing Treasury 
Inflation Protected Security (TIPS) for a comparable period.

IMPORTANCE OF ADAPTABILITY

HMDA needs the power to adapt itself to whatever predatory lending tactics are 
being used in the industry, to be sure that minorities are not 
disproportionately victimized. It is impossible to predict the type of 
financial devices that may be developed and possibly abused. Regulators need 
flexibility, without Congressional approval for all changes. Agencies should be 
vigilant in examining the marketplace and adjusting HMDA requirements 
accordingly.

For example, many subprime loans charged an initial low teaser rate for two or 
three years, which was lower than and unrelated to the formula that would 
determine interest rates for the other 27-28 years. HMDA collected data on the 
amount of the spread as to the teaser rate but not as to the eventual rate that 
the borrower would pay after adjustment. Eventually the industry developed 
"payment option ARMS" which provided even more drastic payment increases.

EXPAND HMDA TO SMALL BUSINESS LENDING 



Given the need for small business lending as a vehicle to provide jobs in 
minority communities, many of which are being abandoned by employers, factories 
and retail outlets, HMDA should be expanded to cover these areas.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Truly yours,

Stanley A. Hirtle
Advocates for Basic Legal Equality
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